


Artist: LOIC BRYAN

Location: 6 Frontstreet 
"Growing up on island and loving nature inspired this colorful mural. The ''sugar bird'' as we call it and the 
bright Flamboyant flowers during summer always marks a fun time. Stand, Sit and take a picture in the 
warmth and vibrant fun that is our island." 

Artist: DAPHNE PREVOO

Location: 20A Frontstreet 
"As an artist and a teacher I wanted to showcase important icons of sint maarten. the yellow sage, our 
national flower. the brown pelican, our national bird. pottery pieces found from the arawak indians, and 
more. can you find them all?" 

Artist: ANNEMIEK VAN KERKHOF - POSTHUMA

Location: SintJan Steeg 
"2 days after the french-side of the island abolished slavery in 1848, 26 slaves ran for their lives from 
diamond estate across the border to freedom. imagine the many emotions they felt as they ran from their 
captors and finally were free. I hope to have captured some of those emotions. slavery was abolished on the 
dutch side in 1863." 

Artist: LOU DAHLIA BRILL

Location: Across Methodist Church 
"I want to celebrate our culture through vibrant and abstract art. The Pon um dance is a celebration of Emanci
pation from slavery in the late 18th century. It was mostly performed under the Flamboyant tree 
(St.Maarten's National Tree) to celebrate the Abolishment of slavery. I cannot imagine the caribbean, our 
island, without dance and music!" 

Artist: J. AN NAB ELLE VERH EIJ

Location: Loods Steeg 
"Painting helps me to express the thoughts and feelings I cannot communicate verbally. with this mural I 
wanted to express the things that make Sint maarten (SXM) paradise to me. Hold the megaphone and shout 
out why you think Sxm is paradise!" 

Artist: ZILLAH DUZON HAZEL

Location: Opposite Oranje School 
"I am a fashion designer and surface pattern designer. I am inspired by the beautiful colors and lifestyle of 
the Caribbean. The name of my brand is ''.Jolie Duzan''. On this wall, you see three of my vibrant print 
designs. I think This is the perfect backdrop for a selfie, Don't you? 
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Artist: CHRISTFORD SHILLINGFORD

Location: 120 Frontstreet 
''If you washed up on a random beach in the Caribbean, you would be able to narrow down your location by 
just looking at the lizards. this is because lizards evolved into new and distinct species as they slowly made 
their way from island to island. This is how our bearded anole lizard is found only on sxm." 

Artist: FIEL EFENIO

Location: 135, 13 7 Front Street 
"Graphic design, videography, photography, and editing is usually my art. This is my first mural, and I 
wanted to bring some bold shapes and colors to our alleyways. Get creative, take pictures from different 
angles, and don't forget to share the love for our island, Sint Maarten ! "

Artist: NEHA SONEJI

Location: Behind Oranje School 
"This "Drip Wall" is a statement piece that aims to inspire by bringing backstreet to life with a splash of color. 
It showcases the undeniable diversity of our island: a melting pot of cultures, races, history, feelings, and 
thoughts- wHere humanity transcends the physical construct. What do you see when you look at these colorful 
shapes? How does it make you feel?take pictures behind the drips or on the swing and don't forget to tag us." 

Artist: CINDY CHOISY

Location: Groene Steeg 
"I have a passion for the history, the legends, and the truths of the Caribbean. These have become the patterns 
of my paintings. My art combines reality and fantasy- a universe where worlds intertwine and are scattered with 
symbols and signs. this mural honors our history of salt and the strong women that rise from this soil." 

Artist: BIS ERA TSVETKOVA

Location: 69 Back Street 
"Ever since I has arrived to this island I have been in awe of the natural beauty of Sint Maarten. My inspira
tion for this mural comes from Vintage Travel Posters. i hope this art-piece captures the welcoming essence 
of the island." 

Artist: TIM DOWLING

Location: Pastorie Steeg 
"I have worked in the field of animation and illustration for over 15 years. my Inspiration comes from nature, 
fantasy, local folktales, my childhood, friends, and family. ART IS THE lAST FORM OF MAGIC!" 
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Pelican Key, Sint Maarten 
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